Dear Friends of Cape Classic,
Welcome to our updated CC Classic website!

Happiness is the slogan of the first German Cape Classic concert on 23 September 2017
This is a new version of the Cape Classic Festival. My personal situation has changed and I
therefor need to find a new future for Cape Classic. However, I hope many of my
enthusiastic and faithful South African audience will join me in the Bavarian Bad Kissingen in
September 2017! I look forward to seeing many of the “old” familiar friends, who will
hopefully stay loyal, even here in Germany!
As in the past at CC in SA, I again promise a unique musical experience in an unbelievably
impressive ambience.
South African wine will even be offered on arrival and during intermission, when we meet
again on Saturday 23 September 2017 at “Rossinisaal” to listen to a world premiere of
oeuvres of Franconian composers. (Franconia is the northern part of Bavaria).
Magic (until today unknown) compositions of Mozart’s contemporaries, as well an original
piece by Mozart in a totally unknown instrumentation will be offered by the “Concerto
Würzburg” at the first CC concert in Germany.
The town Bad Kissingen with its spa, where the rich and the royals met at the foot of the
Rhön, was THE place to meet in the 19th century, and is worth a visit even today! The
charming town invites its visitors not only to stroll in the wonderful town park, but also
offers thousands of walks,- the same ones where the Empress Sisi loved to promenade.
Herb- and flower- walks show the unique flora of the Rhön region, with its violet columbines,
its special anemones and its meadows of wild geraniums as far as the eye can see.

Walking, admiring and JOY is the motto of this region!
Walking through soft hills and dreamy fairytale grassland in a spectacular landscape, a
Unesco Bioreserve, admiring breath-taking views onto the hilly landscape and enjoying the
first German CC concert at the Rossinisaal of Bad Kissingen in the evening, will bring JOY to
your hearts.

I am looking forward meeting most of you here in September!
Sincerely yours Gabi

